Effect of hydrogen in body-centered cubic iron is explored by using the density function theory. Hydrogen atoms increase the concentration of free electrons in the simulation cell and have bonding interaction with Fe atom.
was used for the approximation of the exchanged-correlation (xc) function [9] . 
16
Large H concentrations were used in our DFT calculations (C H > 6% ), 17 but hydrogen has much lower solubility at experimental conditions [ The elastic interaction between H and dislocations was studied following 25 the classical method developed by Cochardt et al. [5] . In BCC iron the 1 symmetry of both the octahedral site and tetrahedral site are expected to 2 produce a strain field with local tetragonal symmetry. Since the exact atomic 3 arrangement can be calculated using DFT method in this study, a strain 4 tensor S H of a unit cell containing one H atom can be obtained as
the same coordinate system as the strain tensor S H , the elastic interaction 7 energy U DH can be written as:
where a is the lattice constant. For the strain tensor which are not in the same 
where the numerator and denominator in the parentheses correspond to the 3 stress rate at the onset of relaxation 2 and at the finish of stress relaxation 1, respectively. The quotient of the mobile dislocation density at a time ρ m(t) 5 and the mobile dislocation density at the onset of repeat relaxation ρ m(0) 6 yields:
The total density of states (DOS) reduced. This is different from FCC iron with H occupied at octahedral site,
11
in which the DOS increases as reported by Gavriljuk's group [4].
12
As shown in Fig. 1 , there is a strong peak for projected DOS (PDOS) at
13
-8.62 eV (E − E F ) on the nearest neighbor Fe atom of interstitial H (Fe nn ).
14 The -8.62 eV peaks in all Fe orbitals correspond to the H-1s states which 15 indicate strong bonding interaction between Fe and H.
16
The total charge of H, individual iron atom (with no neighbor H atoms,
17
Fe in ) and the Fe nn atom resulted from the Bader analysis are shown in Table   18 1. The total charge of Fe in remains the same as in the hydrogen free bulk. 
12
The interaction energies are plotted in Fig. 3a , where angle ψ is the angle dislocation is generally considered to be the influence of core structure [23] .
8
The method used in this study shows the elastic energy and position rela-9 tionship for both edge and screw dislocation. Due to the elastic interaction,
10
it indicates that H atom can be trapped by screw dislocation even away from 11 the dislocation core area.
12
During plastic deformation, the cross slip of perfect screw dislocation is H-screw interactions and influence the mechanical property of BCC metals.
25
As shown in Fig. 4a , at low cathodic current density, the yield stress in- by the H solute drag effect.
9
The mobile dislocation density decreases rapidly in hydrogen-free iron 10 after even one cycle in Fig. 4b 
